
COLOUR DESCRIPT IONS 



Fall into a winter Wonderland with this shimmering BIAB™. 
A frosted mint hue with fine silver and baby blue flecks, 
it’s perfect for any snow queen or king looking for a new 
adventure. 

Let it go with our coolest BIAB™. Frozen is a beautiful 
grey-blue shade with cool undertones. Its sparkling finish 
comes from a fine silver glitter that gives the perfect 
crystal shimmer. You’ll be shining like snowfall on a frosty 
winter’s morning.

Snow Angel is a cool frosted white with sparkling glitter. 
This new BIAB™ will shine bright and bring an angelic, 
radiant glow to any ManiPedi.
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Tinsel Town is the hottest BIAB™ right now. Shiny and bright 
this gorgeous shimmer shifts colours. Flecks of iridescent 
orange, pink and green sparkle for a ManiPedi that's 
going to be this season's biggest hit.

A creamy bubble gum pink that's straight out of a 
candy jar - this BIAB™ is bound to give you a Sugar Rush. 
An addictive sugary shade that'll satisfy any craving, its 
shimmering silver finish makes it impossible to resist.

My Only Wish this season is…a pink glitter BIAB™! 
This muted pink shade comes dusted with hot-pink 
reflections and gold shimmer. Made to grant all your 
ManiPedi desires, this is a bold shade that suits all skin 
tones – proof that dreams really do come true.
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Smoulder all season with Let It Glow. A soft peach that 
shimmers with golden flecks, this cosy pastel BIAB™ mimics 
the glow of a warming winter fire. Transporting you instantly 
to a snug winter chalet, all that's left to bring is a blanket 
and marshmallows to toast.

An ultraviolet purple that's slightly darker and bolder than 
pastel. Sugarplum is finished with hints of pink glitter for 
an eye-catching glisten. This sweet, vivacious and delicious 
BIAB™ is the very best kind of eye candy.

There’s no greater sign of love than our newest BIAB™ 
Mistletoe. With a pastel green base and a bold intense 
green shimmer, it's a unique, enchanting shade that'll 
make you the most alluring guest at any festive party.
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All I want for Christmas is this BIAB™. Mariah is a true 
classic scarlet. With warm undertones and a slight 
translucent finish, this bold and beautiful shade is 
a fiery red that's filled with charm.

A dark berry burgundy this BIAB™ is fruity and 
full bodied. Put Party Dress on for a look that's iconic, 
classic and impossible to forget – just like the person 
wearing it.

Shy and demure, Oh Deer is a warm greige with 
a twinkle of silver shimmer. This BIAB™ is a majestic 
hue for winter and beyond.
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